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Areas of Discussion


Retention of Experts



Case Assessment – Plaintiff versus
Defendant



Initial Expert Approach



The Expert Disclosure



Deposing the Experts



Challenging the Experts



Examination of Experts at Trial
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Retention of Experts


At what point do you retain an expert?



What are the considerations for the
expert?


Area of Expertise


General or Specific



Forensic or practical



Geography



Budget



Purpose of the Expert


Consulting Expert or Trial Expert
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Retention of Experts


Does the value of the case warrant an expert?



What type of expert do you need?


Can you use only one expert?



When should you use multiple experts?



Educate the attorney?



Evaluate the merits of a case?



Test evidence?



Strategize and support the case?



Educate the jury about complex topics?



Recommend other types of experts?



Prepare demonstrative exhibits?
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Retention of Experts

#1! Conflict check.


Assess the expert.
 Has

your expert ever been disqualified?

 Reputation?
 Track

record?

 Balanced

case load?

 Consistent

opinions?
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Retention of Experts


Is the expert a good fit?


Fees?



Qualifications?



Reliability?



Credibility?



Confident?



Will the expert require YOUR support?



How will the expert present at trial?
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Case Assessment - Plaintiff







What are the damages?
Will the Plaintiff present well to a jury?
Do you have viable defendant(s)?
Assessment of causation:
 Can




you prove liability?

Code Violation?
Did the defendant(s) have notice of the
hazardous or defective condition?
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Case Assessment - Defendant
Will a plaintiff verdict set a bad precedent?
 Is there a hazardous condition?






Who is responsible for the condition?



Are other parties negligent?

What is your client’s exposure?


Can the Plaintiff prove liability?



What are the damages?



Will your client present well to a jury?



Did the defendant(s) have notice of the hazardous
condition?
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Initial Expert Approach
The Lawyer Considerations


What materials do you provide the
expert?
 Do

you hold anything back?
 At what point do you supplement the
materials provided to the expert?

Do you have the expert perform
inspection(s) or testing?
 Do you meet with the expert prior to
the drafting of the disclosures?
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Initial Expert Approach
Expert Investigation Process


Examination of Evidence
Site of accident
 Footwear
 Lighting


Weather
 Assist with discovery process
 Obtain public documents






Permits, inspection reports, violations

The mechanics of the Plaintiff falling?


Slip – Trip - Fall from an elevation - Lose balance
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The Expert Disclosure – Federal
Rule 26


Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(a)(2)


(A) In General. In addition to the
disclosures required by Rule 26(a)(1), a
party must disclose to the other parties the
identity of any witness it may use at trial
to present evidence under Federal Rule of
Evidence 702, 703, or 705.
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The Expert Disclosure – Federal
Rule 26


(B) Witnesses Who Must Provide a Written Report. Unless
otherwise stipulated or ordered by the court, this disclosure
must be accompanied by a written report—prepared and
signed by the witness—if the witness is one retained or
specially employed to provide expert testimony in the case
or one whose duties as the party's employee regularly
involve giving expert testimony. The report must contain:


(i) a complete statement of all opinions the witness will express
and the basis and reasons for them;



(ii) the facts or data considered by the witness in forming them;



(iii) any exhibits that will be used to summarize or support
them;



(iv) the witness's qualifications, including a list of all
publications authored in the previous 10 years;



(v) a list of all other cases in which, during the previous 4 years,
the witness testified as an expert at trial or by deposition; and



(vi) a statement of the compensation to be paid for the study
and testimony in the case.
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The Expert Disclosure – Federal
Rule 26






(C) Witnesses Who Do Not Provide a Written Report. Unless
otherwise stipulated or ordered by the court, if the witness is not
required to provide a written report, this disclosure must state:


(i) the subject matter on which the witness is expected to present
evidence under Federal Rule of Evidence 702, 703, or 705; and



(ii) a summary of the facts and opinions to which the witness is
expected to testify.

(D) Time to Disclose Expert Testimony. A party must make these
disclosures at the times and in the sequence that the court orders.
Absent a stipulation or a court order, the disclosures must be made:


(i) at least 90 days before the date set for trial or for the case to be
ready for trial; or



(ii) if the evidence is intended solely to contradict or rebut evidence
on the same subject matter identified by another party under Rule
26(a)(2)(B) or (C), within 30 days after the other party's disclosure.

(E) Supplementing the Disclosure. The parties must supplement
these disclosures when required under Rule 26(e).
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The Expert Disclosure – Pennsylvania


Rule 4003.5. Discovery of Expert Testimony. Trial
Preparation Material.


(a) Discovery of facts known and opinions held by an
expert, otherwise discoverable under the provisions
of Rule 4003.1 and acquired or developed in
anticipation of litigation or for trial, may be
obtained as follows:
 (1) A party may through interrogatories require


(A) any other party to identify each person whom the
other party expects to call as an expert witness at trial
and to state the subject matter on which the expert is
expected to testify and



(B) subject to the provisions of subdivision (a)(4), the
other party to have each expert so identified state the
substance of the facts and opinions to which the expert
is expected to testify and a summary of the grounds for
each opinion. The party answering the interrogatories
may file as his or her answer a report of the expert or
have the interrogatories answered by the expert. The
answer or separate report shall be signed by the expert.
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The Expert Disclosure – Maryland


Rule 2-402 (g) Trial Preparation--Experts.



(1) Expected to be Called at Trial.


(A) Generally. A party by interrogatories may require any other
party to identify each person, other than a party, whom the other
party expects to call as an expert witness at trial; to state the
subject matter on which the expert is expected to testify; to
state the substance of the findings and the opinions to which the
expert is expected to testify and a summary of the grounds for
each opinion; and to produce any written report made by the
expert concerning those findings and opinions. A party also may
take the deposition of the expert.



(B) Additional Disclosure with Respect to Experts Retained in
Anticipation of Litigation or for Trial. In addition to the discovery
permitted under subsection (g)(1)(A) of this Rule, a party by
interrogatories may require the other party to summarize the
qualifications of a person expected to be called as an expert
witness at trial and whose findings and opinions were acquired or
obtained in anticipation of litigation or for trial, to produce any
available list of publications written by that expert, and to state
the terms of the expert's compensation.
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Deposing the Experts


Can you do it?


Federal Court – Rule 26(a)(4)(A): Deposition of
an Expert Who May Testify. A party may depose
any person who has been identified as an expert
whose opinions may be presented at trial. If
Rule 26(a)(2)(B) requires a report from the
expert, the deposition may be conducted only
after the report is provided.



Maryland: Rule 2-402(g)(1)(A): A party also
may take the deposition of the expert.



Pennsylvania: Rule 4003.5(a)(2): (2) Upon
cause shown, the court may order further
discovery by other means…
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Deposing the Experts


Should you do it?


What is the goal of deposing the opposing
expert?
Elaborating on disclosed opinions?
 Discovering background information on the
expert?







Is it worth the cost to be incurred?
Will you be giving away your cross-examination
of that expert?
Will the deposition form the basis for a
summary judgment motion?
Will the deposition put you in a better position
to file a motion in limine to challenge the
expert?
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Challenging the Experts


The Daubert Standard


Standard used by a trial judge to make a preliminary
assessment of whether an expert’s scientific testimony
is based on reasoning or methodology that is
scientifically valid and can properly be applied to the
facts at issue.



Under this standard, the factors that may be considered
in determining whether the methodology is valid are: (1)
whether the theory or technique in question can be and
has been tested; (2) whether it has been subjected to
peer review and publication; (3) its known or potential
error rate; (4) the existence and maintenance of
standards controlling its operation; and (5) whether it
has attracted widespread acceptance within a relevant
scientific community.



Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 509 U.S.
579 (1993).
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Challenging the Experts


Federal Rule of Evidence 104. Preliminary
Questions



(a) In General. The court must decide any preliminary
question about whether a witness is qualified, a
privilege exists, or evidence is admissible. In so
deciding, the court is not bound by evidence rules,
except those on privilege.



(c) Conducting a Hearing So That the Jury Cannot
Hear It. The court must conduct any hearing on a
preliminary question so that the jury cannot hear it if:


(1) the hearing involves the admissibility of a confession;



(2) a defendant in a criminal case is a witness and so requests;
or



(3) justice so requires.
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Challenging the Experts
 The

Frye Standard



Standard used to determine the admissibility of
an expert's scientific testimony, established in
Frye v. United States, 293 F. 1013 (D.C. Cir.
1923).



A court applying the Frye standard must
determine whether or not the method by which
that evidence was obtained was generally
accepted by experts in the particular field in
which it belongs.
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Challenging the Experts Pennsylvania


Rule 207.1. Motion to Exclude Expert Testimony Which
Relies Upon Novel Scientific Evidence



(a) If a party moves the court to exclude expert testimony which relies
upon novel scientific evidence, on the basis that it is inadmissible under
Pa.R.E. 702 or 703,



(1) the motion shall contain:





(i) the name and credentials of the expert witness whose testimony is
sought to be excluded,



(ii) a summary of the expected testimony of the expert witness,
specifying with particularity that portion of the testimony of the witness
which the moving party seeks to exclude,



(iii) the basis, set forth with specificity, for excluding the evidence,



(iv) the evidence upon which the moving party relies, and



(v) copies of all relevant curriculum vitae and expert reports;

(3) the court shall initially review the motion to determine if, in the
interest of justice, the matter should be addressed prior to trial. The
court, without further proceedings, may determine that any issue of
admissibility of expert testimony be deferred until trial;
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Challenging the Experts


Federal Rule of Evidence 702. Testimony by Expert Witnesses



A witness who is qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience,
training, or education may testify in the form of an opinion or otherwise
if:


(a) the expert’s scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will
help the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact
in issue;



(b) the testimony is based on sufficient facts or data;



(c) the testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods; and



(d) the expert has reliably applied the principles and methods to the
facts of the case.



Federal Rule of Evidence 703. Bases of an Expert



An expert may base an opinion on facts or data in the case that the
expert has been made aware of or personally observed. If experts in the
particular field would reasonably rely on those kinds of facts or data in
forming an opinion on the subject, they need not be admissible for the
opinion to be admitted. But if the facts or data would otherwise be
inadmissible, the proponent of the opinion may disclose them to the
jury only if their probative value in helping the jury evaluate the
opinion substantially outweighs their prejudicial effect.
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Examination of Experts at Trial



Jurisdictions that reschedule trials:
◦ What is the likelihood of a
postponement?
◦ How much notice do you and the
expert require to prepare?




Consider recording the expert
testimony.
At what point in your case do you
call the expert to testify?
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Examination of Experts at Trial


Meet with the Expert


Is your expert prepared & familiar with the
case?



Agree on core trial points and evidence.



Discuss the strengths and weaknesses of each
party.



Review your expert’s cross examination.



Review exhibits.



Preliminary qualification & direct examination
questions.



Discuss cross examination.
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Examination of Experts at Trial


Preparation of the Expert


Review relevant testimony and decisions with
your expert. Avoid surprises to the expert.



Review core trial points and evidence.



Review strengths and weaknesses of each party.



Review your expert’s cross examination.



Review qualification & direct examination
questions.



Are experts sequestered?
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Examination of Experts at Trial


Do your Homework


Research the expert on the Internet



Review the experts’ website, LinkedIn, and
social media



Obtain reports by the expert in other cases



Obtain prior testimony at trials or depositions



Perform a Lexis/Nexis and/or Westlaw search
on the expert



Consult with your peers and colleagues



This applies not only to the opposing expert,
but your expert as well.
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Examination of Experts at Trial


Have a strategy for direct examination of your
expert










How detailed do you go into qualifications of the
expert?
Do you have the expert concede any weaknesses
in his or her opinions in direct or hope that it
won’t come up in cross?
What demonstrative evidence will the expert use?
Can you effectively counter your opponent’s
argument that the expert is nothing more than a
hired gun?
Remember, in most jurisdictions you are limited in
direct examination to the “four corners” of the
expert disclosures.
Don’t direct the expert. Let the expert do the
talking.
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Examination of Experts at Trial


Have a strategy for cross-examination of the
opposing expert









What is the scope of the expert’s retention?
Has the expert reviewed everything that he or she
should have reviewed?
Will the opposing expert give you testimony that will
aid you in your case-in-chief?
Can you demonstrate that the opposing expert is
serving more as an advocate for your opponent than
an impartial expert?
Get the expert to answer your question, not his own.
Even if you cannot score the knock-out punch with
the opposing expert, can you score some points to
aid your case?
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Specific Issues: Codes and
Standards
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States with adopted ICC Codes
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Source: https://codes.iccsafe.org/public/
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Evaluation of Codes


Do codes apply?
 Violation?



If no applicable codes, what
now?
 Standards



& Practices

If no applicable Standards &
Practices, what how?
 Will

the expert be qualified
to testify based upon
experience?
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Adoption Dates and Governing Codes
When are Guards Required at Landing?
BOCA/ICC Building Codes

1975-1987: Violation
1990-1993: Compliant

1996-1999: Violation
2000-2015 Compliant
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Case Study
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Two Versions of this Incident:
1.
2.

ER Report: Tripped over a blood cuff machine
Witnesses: Slipped on trail of water from food cart

© 2017 Fleisher
Forensics
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MECHANICS OF FALL = CAUSATION?
MECHANICS OF FALL ≠ CAUSATION?
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Slip

Trip
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Heel Slip

Toe Slip
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